
NORTH EAST DETAIL
AUTO CARE STUDIO

NORTH EAST DETAIL, LLC.
244 N. MAIN STREET - SUITE 10

RAYNHAM, MA

Detailing Packages

Exterior

Maintenance Wash - $75

Wheel faces and tires cleaned
Door jambs and Wheel Arches washed

Exterior surfaces washed using 2 bucket system and premium pH balanced shampoo 
Vehicle dried with warm compressed air and plush drying towels

Painted surfaces wiped with detail spray
Tires coated with water based dressing (optional)

Level One - $115

Wheel faces cleaned using Gtechniq W6 Iron Remover to remove brake dust and road grime
Door jambs and wheel arches washed

Exterior surfaces washed using 2 bucket system and premium pH balanced shampoo
Vehicle dried using warm compressed air and plush drying towels

Painted surfaces decontaminated using foam clay pad and lubricated cleaning solution
Painted surfaces coated with Gtechniq C2 Liquid Crystal 6 month coating

Tires coated with water based dressing (optional)
Complimentary Interior Service express vacuum, dust dashboard and console, clean windows

Level Two - $175

Wheels deep cleaned using Gtechniq W6 Iron Remover to remove brake dust and road grime from all surfaces 
accessible with wheels on the vehicle

Engine, Door jambs, and Wheel arches washed       
Exterior Surfaces washed using 2 bucket system and premium pH balanced shampoo

Vehicle dried using warm compressed air and plush drying towels
Painted surfaces decontaminated using foam clay pad and lubricated cleaning solution

Painted surfaces lightly machine polished to restore gloss
Painted surfaces sealed with premium carnauba paste wax

Tires coated with water based dressing (optional)
Complimentary Interior Service express vacuum, dust dashboard and console, clean windows

Level One Exterior + Level One Interior - $200

Level Two Exterior + Level Two Interior - $300
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Interior

Level One - $75

Vacuum Carpets, Floor Mats, Cracks and Crevices
Dust Interior surfaces

Clean Windows, Mirrors,  Gauges, Display Screens
Complimentary  Service Included

Exterior Wash

Level One Add On - $35

Shampoo Carpets and Floor Mats
Vacuum Trunk

Level Two - $175

Vacuum Carpets, Floor Mats, Cracks and Crevices, Trunk
Cracks and Crevices blown out with compressed air

Shampoo Carpets and Floor Mats
Steam Clean and Disinfect 

Dashboard, Steering Wheel, Door Panels, Headliner,  Seats, Carpets, Consoles, Cup holders, All interior 
surfaces

Leather surfaces cleaned and conditioned
Clean Windows, Mirrors, Gauges, Display Screens 

Complimentary Service Included
Exterior Wash

Level One Interior + Level One Exterior - $200

Level Two Interior + Level Two Exterior- $300

*Prices may vary on interior details depending on condition. Extra charges apply for the removal of pet hair, 
excessive sand, smoke/odor, severe food/drink spills. Some cloth interiors may require multiple cleaning 

operations to remove stains.
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Paint Correction

Level One

small- $600 medium- $700 large- $800 xl- Price Varies

Paint is fully cleaned and decontaminated
Single stage machine polish using ultra-fine polish to enhance high gloss finish

Recommended for new cars or near perfect paint condition  

Level Two 

small- $900 medium- $1100 large- $1300 xl- Price Varies

Paint is fully cleaned and decontaminated 
Two stage machine polish using medium and ultra-fine polishes to restore high gloss finish

Recommended for lightly swirled paint with minor hairline scratches 

Level Three 

small- $1200 medium- $1600 large- $2000 xl- Price Varies

Paint is fully cleaned and decontaminated
Four stage machine polish using a combination of medium compounds and fine polishes

Recommended for paint with many swirls and some deep scratches 

Level Four 

Price Varies with Paint Condition

Paint is Fully cleaned and decontaminated
Full set of paint thickness readings taken and recorded

Paint is wet sanded to a flat finish
5 Stage machine polish using heavy and medium compounds followed by fine and ultra-fine polishes to 

restore heavily damaged paint to near perfect finish
This process will remove a layer of clear coat that will need to be replaced by a ceramic coating to restore UV 

protection and paint integrity
Recommended for paint with heavy swirls and deep scratches throughout
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Ceramic Coatings

C2 Liquid Crystal - $60-$75

 C2 Liquid Crystal is the revolutionary way to make your car, boat, plane or RV shine and stay clean longer, 
thanks to Gtechniq’s unique 3S Smart Surface Science. With C2 Liquid Crystal you get instant, effective

 protection from UV and dirt. 
6 months protection

EXO - $165-$300

EXO delivers a hard film that makes water-spots easy to remove, offers great resistance to all wash chemicals 
and can help withstand micro-marring. It produces a high-gloss, warm-looking, extreme hydrophobic finish.
EXO delivers a consistent film that is more durable and resistant to road salt and wash chemicals than its 

predecessors.  
18 months protection

HALO Flexible Film Coating - $165-$300

HALO enhances the performance of Paint Protection Film (PPF) and vinyl. It’s a chemically bonding, 
ultra-dense flexible film that becomes the permanent surface of the film – protecting it from the elements a 

car faces on a daily basis. The density of the coating and its low surface energy improve dirt and water repel-
lency of PPF or vinyl.  It also helps to prevent staining from dirt ingression, as well as reducing yellowing 
caused by UV rays.  Rigorous real-world and laboratory testing has proven HALO to be compatible with all 

types of gloss, matte, and satin vinyl and PPF. It is also proven to work on self-healing films.
2 years protection

Crystal Serum Light - $300-$390

Serum Light forms an ultra- durable, high-gloss, slick to the touch, chemically bonding inorganic layer of 9h 
optically clear ceramic.  Once applied, gloss levels will remain in the upper 90th percentile for significantly 

longer when compared to traditional paint protection products, and cleaning your car will be a breeze. 
The high density ceramic layer is resistant to chemicals ranging from pH2 - pH12.  This characteristic also 

makes bonded contaminants such as tree sap, tar, and hard water spots, easy to remove.
5 Year Guarantee
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 CSL Black - $400-$590

Crystal Serum Light topped with EXO
Enhances slickness, gloss, water and dirt repellency of Crystal Serum Light

Crystal Serum Ultra - $460-$620

Crystal Serum Ultra is the best paint protection you can get, it keeps your car looking glossy and new, prolong-
ing the life of your paintworks perfect finish. The hard 10h top and softer 7h base layer offer improved swirl 
resistance over regular 9h paint protection coatings. Compared to standard ceramic paint coatings, Crystal 

Serum Ultra can withstand even the strongest wash chemicals and bird droppings.
9 Year Guarantee

CSU Black - $630-$800

Crystal Serum Ultra topped with EXO
Enhances slickness, gloss, water and dirt repellency of Crystal Serum Ultra
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Additional Services

Black Pearl Tire Coating - $50 with detail

Paintless Dent Removal - varies

Touch Up - varies

Painted Pinstripes - $125

PPF Removal - starting at $150

PPF Installation - starting at $1000

Headlight Restoration - $200

Tint Removal - $100

Tint Installation - varies

Odor Remediation - $75

Windshield Repair - varies

Vinyl + Leather Repair- varies

Remote Starts + Alarms - starting at $200


